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Nimbus – multipoint Bluetooth headset for your workplace
and on the go
The freeVoice Nimbus offers a high sound quality, even in noisy
office surroundings. The generous range of up to ten metres lets you
make calls away from your workplace, thus offering maximum
flexibility. The lightweight headset doesn't become uncomfortable,
even when worn for longer periods. The microphone is positioned
near the mouth and has a filter for ambient noise.

Flexible Bluetooth connection
Thanks to the Bluetooth connection, the headset can be used not just
in the office but also with any Bluetooth-compatible mobile device.
When you leave the office, the Nimbus automatically connects to
your mobile phone to ensure continued uncomplicated, practical use.
Multipoint technology
The freeVoice Nimbus is a Bluetooth headset that can be connected
simultaneously to a mobile phone and a PC softphone (via the optional
Bluetooth adapter). The optional Bluetooth-USB adapter makes the
Nimbus compatible with a wider range of PC-based softphones such
as Aastra, Microsoft Lync, Cisco Softphone or Skype.
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Features and advantages
Features

Advantage

Bluetooth technology V2.1, CSR Blue Core 6

Bluetooth technology 2.1 (Class 2) ensures greater mobility – in the office and on the go. Take and end calls
directly and comfortably from the headset*, control practical functions such as mute and volume. This saves
time and increases productivity. Compatible with Bluetooth V2.0 and V1.2.

Noise-cancelling microphone

Effectively reduces background noises and improves comprehension.

Audio-shock protection

Protects the user's hearing by adjusting noise peaks and sudden loud noise down to a safe level (118 dB SPL).

Security encryption

Security encryption guarantees reliable protection against electronic eavesdropping and keeps all calls
discrete and confidential.

Call-control keys

Simple and intuitive acceptance and termination of calls*, controls volume and mute.

Multi-use connectivity

Allows users to switch between calls from mobile and softphones (connects to up to eight devices and keeps
two calls on hold in parallel).

Voice dialling

Make a call by speaking a name saved in the list of contacts.*

Range

The great range and connectivity gives users the freedom of more efficient multi-tasking and lets them
make calls from a mobile or softphone independent of their telephone at a distance of up to 10 metres**.

Talk and standby time

Up to 13 hours talk time, up to 220 hours standby. Make calls throughout your entire working day without
having to recharge your headset.

Battery

Rechargeable lithium-polymer battery.

Battery status display

Shows the battery status and tells you when the battery has to be recharged.

Wearing style

Headband, designed to be worn all day.

Weight

43 grams lightweight multipoint headset.

Warranty

2 years (battery 3 months).

* Depending on the telephone
  * * The range may vary depending on the ambient situation (wall thickness, building etc.)

Scope of delivery
Bluetooth headset with desktop charging station, mains adapter and USB connecting cable.
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